Abstract. The aim of this paper is to present a generic component framework for system modeling which is especially useful for a large class of graph-and net-based modeling techniques. Moreover, the framework is also flexible with respect to a hierarchical connection of components, providing a compositional semantics of components. This means more precisely that the semantics and internal correctness of a system can be inferred from the semantics of its components. In contrast to constructorbased component concepts for data type specification techniques, our component framework is based on a generic notion of transformations. Refinements and transformations are used to express intradependencies, between the export interface and the body of a component, and interdependencies, between the import and the export interfaces of different components. This is shown by a small case study on modeling Java threads by high-level Petri nets in this paper.
Introduction
It is becoming a standard practice in software development to base the design and implementation of component-based systems on architectures such as CORBA or COM+. In these architectures, components are generic in the sense that they are, to some extent, independent of specific programming languages. Unfortunately, components in these frameworks lack a precise semantics, making difficult to reason about this kind of systems. This is probably due to the fact that these approaches are mainly addressed to system implementation, but do not include the modeling phase.
Main Concepts and Results of this Paper
The aim of this paper is to present a generic component framework for system modeling that can be used for a large class of graph-and net-based modeling techniques, but in principle also for other kinds of semi-formal and formal techniques. More precisely, we present in Sect. 2 a component concept based on a very general notion of specification. According to this concept, a component consists of a body and of an import and an export interface, connected in a suitable way, such that the import connection defines an inclusion from the import interface to the body, and the export connection defines a suitable transformation from the export interface to the body. These import and export connections represent the intradependencies between different parts of a single component. The interdependencies between import and export of different components are represented by connectors. Again, we only require connectors to define a suitable transformation. Consequently, our framework is also generic concerning the connection of components. The key concept of our framework is a generic notion of transformations of specifications, especially motivated by -but not limited to -rule based transformations in the sense of graph transformation and high-level replacement systems [8, 5, 19] .
According to the general requirement that components are self contained units not only on the syntactical but also on the semantical level, we are able to define the semantics of each component independently of other components in the system. This semantics is also given in terms of transformations. It must be pointed out that this semantics can be used to give meaning to components based not only on a formal, but also on a semi-formal modeling technique. In this paper, however, we mainly consider graph-and net-based techniques. Moreover, our transformation semantics is shown to be compositional. More precisely, we are able to show that the semantics of a system can be inferred from that of its components.
In order to illustrate our concepts, we present in Sect. 3 a small case study where Java threads ( [11] ) are modeled by high-level Petri nets. A larger case study concerning a component-based telephone service center modeled by lowlevel Petri nets is given in [18] , where the corresponding component concept is an instantiation of our generic framework. This and other kinds of instantiation are discussed in Sect. 4. A short summary and open problems are presented in Sect. 5.
Related Work
The generic component concept, presented in this paper, has been mainly motivated by the ideas in [15] for a component concept in the German BMBF project "Continuous Software Engineering" and by the module concepts for graph transformation systems in [20] and for Petri nets in [18] . In contrast to these concepts and that for UML [3] an important new aspect in our framework is the fact that we are able to give a self-contained, compositional semantics for each component. The syntactical level of the approaches in [20, 18] is partly motivated by algebraic module specifications in [6] . The semantics of algebraic module specifications is based on free constructions between import and body part. This constructorbased semantics has been dropped in [18, 20] for graph-and net-based modules, where the key concepts are now refinements between export and body parts.
This leads directly to our transformation-based component framework, where transformations include refinements and abstractions.
Although we mainly focus on our new component framework in this paper, we think that the concepts introduced here are a good basis for other interesting architectural issues. In this sense, we think that the papers [9, 23, 24, 1] could be considered complementary to ours. In particular, the use of graph transformation techniques proposed by Fiadeiro in [23] and also by Löwe in [13] for architecture reconfiguration seems to be most promising, in view of a component concept for continuous software engineering, including software reconfiguration and evolutionary software development in the sense of [15] .
Main Concepts for a Generic Component Framework
In this section, we present the main concepts for our generic component framework. We start with some general assumptions concerning our modeling technique, which is one of the key generic concepts in our framework.
Generic Modeling Techniques
We propose that a generic modeling technique is a general framework for describing systems. These descriptions have a syntactical part, consisting of specifications SP EC, and a semantical part, consisting of behavior or models of the corresponding specification. Moreover, it should be possible to deal with specific formal or semi-formal modeling approaches as concrete instances of the generic technique. A modeling technique is called formal, if the syntactical and semantical parts are mathematically well-defined. For a semi-formal technique we only require that the syntactical part is formalized, but the semantical part may only be given by informal documents, like natural language.
In order to express properties of behaviors or of models, we assume that we have a constraint language, which allows us to formulate constraints in an informal way, using diagrams or natural language, or in a formal way, based on some logical formalism. For simplicity we do not consider constraints explicitly in this paper.
From the software engineering point of view, we also require to have suitable horizontal and vertical structuring techniques. Especially in this paper we require a suitable notion of transformation including abstraction and refinement of specifications as special cases.
A Generic Component Concept
Components are self-contained modeling units, where some details are hidden to the external user. This is usually achieved by providing a clear separation between the interface of the component (what the external user, or other components, can "see") and the body (the detailed definition or implementation of the functionality provided by the component). Moreover, the interface can be divided into two parts: the import interface, describing what the component assumes about the environment (e.g. a description of the services provided by other components) and the export interface, describing the services provided by the component itself. Obviously, the import and export interfaces are connected to the body in some well-defined way.
In this sense, given a generic modeling technique with model specifications in the sense of 2.1, we are now able to define our generic component concept. A component specification, in short component,
consists of model specifications and connections:
In order to be generic, we do not require any specific type of connections between interfaces and body. We only require that each export connection, exp: EXP → BOD, uniquely defines a transformation of model specifications (see 2.3), exp: EXP ⇒ BOD, called export transformation. We assume that this transformation is a refinement describing how the elements presented in the export interface are implemented by the body. In other words the export is an abstraction of the body.
With respect to the import connection, we may assume that the body of a component is an extension of the import interface, in the sense that the functionality defined in the body is built upon the elements of the import interface. As a consequence, for the sake of simplicity, we assume that each import connection, imp: IM P → BOD, defines an inclusion imp: IM P ⊆ BOD, of the corresponding specifications.
A Generic Transformation Concept
We need a generic transformation concept in order to formulate properties of export connections (see 2.2) and of connectors between import and export interfaces of different components (see 2.5, below). Again, we will try to be as general as possible.
We assume that a transformation framework T consists of a class of transformations, which includes identical transformations, is closed under composition and satisfies the following extension property: 
Fig. 1. Extension diagram for the extension property
It must be pointed out that, in a given framework, given traf o and i 1 as above, there may be several traf o and i 2 , that could satisfy this extension property. However, our assumption means that, in the given framework T only one such traf o and one inclusion i 2 are chosen, in some well-defined way, as the extension of traf o with respect to i 1 .
The idea underlying this extension property is to ask a transformation framework to satisfy, what we may call, a locality assumption: if one can apply a transformation on a certain specification, then it should be possible to apply the "same" transformation on a larger specification. This assumption has been formulated, in a more precise way in [16] . In this paper, for the sake of simplicity, we have avoided the technical details.
We could have also required that these extensions would only exist when the given traf o is consistent with i 1 in a specific sense. For instance, in the case of graph transformations, the extension property corresponds to the embedding of a transformation into a larger context. The corresponding embedding theorem in [8] requires that the "boundary" of i 1 has to be preserved by traf o. Again, for the sake of simplicity, in this paper we drop this consistency condition.
If transformations and inclusions of specifications can be considered as suitable morphisms in a category of specifications, then the extension diagram may be a pushout in this category. In general, however, the extension diagram is not required to be a pushout. Especially the embedding of graph transformations discussed above does not lead to a pushout in general.
Transformation Semantics of Components
According to general requirements, components should be self-contained units, with respect to syntax and semantics. Hence, it is necessary to have a semantics for each single component. Moreover, the semantics of composite components (and, eventually, the entire system) must be inferred from that of single components. In this subsection, we propose a semantics of components satisfying these requirements.
The most standard way of defining the semantics of a given component concept consists in considering that the meaning of a component is some kind of function mapping models of the import to models of the export interface like in the case of algebraic module specifications ( [6] ). Unfortunately, this kind of semantics is not adequate for our purposes in this paper. There are two main problems. On one hand, this kind of semantics assumes that the specifications involved in a component have a well-defined model semantics. This is true in the case of a formal modeling technique, but not in the case of a semi-formal one. On the other hand, this kind of semantics implicitly assumes that the import interface of a component is a loose specification having more than one model (otherwise, if the import has just one model the function associated to a component becomes trivial). However, this is not the case for components used in connection with most graph-and net-based modeling techniques. For instance, as can be seen in our small case study, the import interface of a Petri net component is a Petri net, which one would typically consider to define a single model.
The solution provided for these problems is a semantics that takes into account the environment of a component, in a similar way as the continuation semantics of a programming language assigns the meaning of a program statement in terms of the environment of the statement. Here, the idea is to think that, what characterizes the import interface of a component is not its class of models, but the possible refinements or transformations of this interface that we can find in the environment of the component. In this sense, it is natural to consider that the semantical effect of a component is the combination of each possible import transformation, traf o: IM P ⇒ SP EC, with the export transformation exp: EXP ⇒ BOD of the component. Since IM P is included in BOD, we have to extend the import transformation from IM P to BOD in order to be able to compose both transformations. Due to the extension property for transformations, we obtain traf o : BOD ⇒ SP EC , as shown in Fig. 2 . Let us call the class of all transformations traf o: IM P ⇒ SP EC from IM P to some specification SP EC the transformation semantics of IM P , denoted by T rafo(IM P ), and similar for EXP . According to Fig. 2 the transformation semantics of the component COM P can be considered as a function
It may be pointed out that the two problems mentioned above are now solved. On one hand, semiformal modeling techniques may include precise notions of transformation or refinements (the case of visual modeling techniques is briefly discussed in Sect. 4.4). Similarly, a Petri net may have just one model, but it may be refined in many different ways. Therefore, in both cases, there would not be a problem to define a transformation semantics for these kinds of components.
Composition of Components
Several different operations on components can be considered in our generic framework. Depending on the underlying architecture intended for a given system, some specific operations may be needed. For instance, in a hierarchical system one could need an operation to compose components by matching the import of one (or more) components with the export of other component(s). On the contrary, on a non-hierarchical system one may need an operation of circular composition, where the components of a system are connected in a nonhierarchical way. Especially connectors in the sense of [1] and the architectural description language WRIGHT should be considered in this context.
In the following, for the sake of simplicity, we only consider one basic operation, which allows one to compose components COM P 1 and COM P 2 by providing a connector, connect: IM P 1 → EXP 2 , from the import interface IM P 1 of COM P 1 to the export interface EXP 2 of COM P 2 . Similar to an export connection, we only require that the connector uniquely defines a transformation connect: IM P 1 ⇒ EXP 2 .
Different generalizations and variations of this operation, for instance by allowing to compose (simultaneously) several components, would not pose too many difficulties, only some additional technical complication. Circular composition may be more difficult to handle, however previous experience in dealing with module operations (see e.g. [6] ) would provide good guidelines. Now, we are able to define the composition
as follows. Let xconnect = exp 2 • connect. The extension property implies a unique extension xconnect : BOD 1 ⇒ BOD 3 , with inclusion imp 1 : BOD 2 ⊆ BOD3 in Fig. 3 . The composition COM P 3 is now defined by
with imp 3 = imp 1 • imp 2 and exp 3 = xconnect • exp 1 . Since we have IM P 3 = IM P 2 and EXP 3 = EXP 1 , this means especially that the result of the composition concerning the interfaces is independent of the body parts. Note, that each connector connect: IM P 1 → EXP 2 can also be considered as a separate component COM P 12 with exp 12 = connect and imp 12 = id EXP2 . This allows to consider COM P 3 in Fig. 3 as the composition of three components COM P 1 , COM P 12 and COM P 2 , where all connectors are identities.
Compositionality of Transformation Semantics
Given a connector, connect: IM P 1 → EXP 2 , between IM P 1 of COM P 1 and EXP 2 of COM P 2 , the composition COM P 3 of these components via connect is well-defined, and we have the following compositionality result:
Fig. 3. Composition of Components where T rafo(connect)(traf o) = traf o • connect.
This means that the transformation semantics of the composition COM P 3 can be obtained by functional composition of the transformation semantics of COM P 1 and COM P 2 with a most simple intermediate function
T rafo(connect): T rafo(EXP
In order to prove this important compositionality result, we only need to require that the extension property for transformations is closed under horizontal and vertical composition. This essentially means that the horizontal and vertical composition of extension diagrams, as given in Fig. 2 , is again an extension diagram. This is very similar -and in some instantiations equal -to the wellknown horizontal and vertical composition of pushouts in Category Theory.
Modeling Java Threads with Components in the Framework of High-Level Nets
As a small case study we will model a few aspects of the behavior of threads in the programming language Java with algebraic high-level Petri nets. For a larger case study we refer to [18] . An overview reference for Java threads is given in [11] . We use a notation where an algebraic high-level net N consists of an algebraic signature Σ N = (S, OP, X) with sorts S, operation symbols OP and variables X, a Σ N -algebra A N and a Petri net, where each place pl has a type type(pl) ∈ S, the in-and outgoing arcs of a transition tr are inscribed with multisets of terms over Σ N and a transition tr itself is inscribed with a set of equations over Σ N . In our example, however, we only use single terms as arc inscriptions and do not use equations for transitions.
We use a transformation concept similar to [17] based on rules and double pushouts in a suitable category of high-level nets. In our example we directly present the corresponding high-level net transformations. The extension property is satisfied because the redex of a rule applied to a net is preserved by the inclusion into another net. The application of the rule to the larger net yields the extended transformation.
Our small case study consists of two components COM P 1 and COM P 2 leading to a composition COM P 3 as shown in Fig. 3. 
Implementation of the Run-Method
In the first component COM P 1 , we define a rough model of the lifecycle of a thread in the export, and refine it in the body by adding a run-transition that represents the execution of the thread. This step corresponds to the extension of the Thread-class by a class implementing a run-method.
The export signature Σ EXP1 consists of one sort T hread and two constant symbols thread 1 : → T hread and thread 2 : → T hread representing two different threads of control. The net structure of the export interface is shown in Fig. 4 . The type of all places is T hread and all arcs are inscribed with the variable t of sort T hread. The export interface corresponds to the fact that the class Thread has a start-method which makes a newly created thread runnable and a stop-method which kills a runnable thread: public class Thread { public void start() { ... } public void stop() { ... } ... }
The export transformation exp 1 : EXP 1 ⇒ BOD 1 refines the signature by adding a sort RunState representing the states that can occur during the execution of run, a sort Object representing the states an arbitrary object can be in, operations st: T hread Object → RunState and con: → Object and an operation do: Object → Object representing the run-time changes to the object. The net structure is refined by removing the stop-transition and adding places started and f inished of type RunState and transitions run and exit. The details can be found in Fig. 5 . We have replaced the stop-transition by an exit-transition because now the thread can exit normally by completing its task. This is modeled by the run-transition that transfers the RunState from started to f inished.
The addition of the run-transition corresponds to the implementation of the run-method and the Object in the constructor st of RunState to the existence of an attribute object that is changed by the run-method: class MyThread extends Thread { In the import interface (Fig. 6) only the run-transition and the adjacent places are kept, because this transition is useful to be further refined. 
Further Refinement of the Method
In the second component COM P 2 the run-transition is refined by a model with two phases. The export interface EXP 2 is the same net as the import interface IM P 1 of COM P 1 . The export transformation exp 2 : EXP 2 ⇒ BOD 2 adds two new operations do1, do2: Object → Object to the signature. The run-transition is removed and replaced by two new transitions act1 and act2 with an intermediate place working (see Fig. 7 ). We assume that the algebra A BOD2 satisfies the equation do2(do1(o)) = do(o) because sequential firing of act1 and act2 should still produce the same result as before.
Fig. 7. BOD 2
This replacement corresponds to a further extension of MyThread, where the run-method is overwritten with a method that does the same by calling two sequential actions: class MyThread2 extends MyThread { public void run() { act1(); act2(); } private void act1() { ... } private void act2() { ... } }
The import interface IM P 2 could consist of the whole body, if both transitions should be refined further, but to make it more interesting, we assume that act1 is already an atomic action and only act2 shall be refined. This leads to an import ( Fig. 8) with only the transition act2 and the adjacent places. 
Composition of the Components
The composition of the two components COM P 1 and COM P 2 presented above with identical connection from IM P 1 to EXP 2 yields a component COM P 3 with EXP 3 = EXP 1 , IM P 3 = IM P 2 and a body BOD 3 (Fig. 9) resulting from application of the rule underlying exp 2 to the net BOD 1 , replacing the transition run by act1 and act2. Fig. 9. BOD 3 
Instantiations of the Generic Component Framework
We have pointed out, already, that our component framework is generic with respect to several aspects. First of all, it is generic with respect to the technique used for system modeling. Secondly, it is generic with respect to the semantics of components and with respect to the composition operation, using a generic notion of connector, where the semantics and the connectors are based on a generic notion of transformation.
In this section, we discuss instantiations of the generic component framework leading to existing and new component concepts for different kinds of Petri nets and graph transformations, as well as some ideas for other visual modeling techniques, like UML.
Instantiations of Transformations
Transformation and refinement concepts have been developed for a great variety of data type and process modeling techniques in the literature. In the following, we will focus on algebraic graph transformation concepts and transformation of high-level structures [8, 5] . The extension property for transformations formulated in Sect. 2 is well-known, as an embedding theorem, in the case of algebraic graph transformations based on the double pushout approach. This approach has been generalized to the categorical framework of high-level structures, including low-and high-level Petri nets. Several concepts and results for algebraic graph transformations have been generalized to the categorical framework of high-level structures and replacement systems, including a basic version of the embedding theorem. The horizontal and vertical composition property, required in 2.6, can be shown under suitable assumptions for high-level replacement systems and instantiated for Petri nets and other modeling techniques. Explicit examples of transformations in the case of algebraic high-level nets are given in our small case study in Sect. 3.
Component Concepts for Low-and High-Level Petri Nets
Various kinds of Petri nets are suitable for our framework. Rule-based transformations of Petri nets, in the sense of graph transformations and high-level replacement systems, can be used as instantiation of transformations in the generic component concept of Sect. 2. In fact, two different kinds of Petri nets have been considered for the formal instantiation: place/transition nets and algebraic highlevel nets. But, also, other kinds of low-level and high-level nets are suitable. A specific example of components, in the case of algebraic high-level nets, has been given in Sect. 3, including composition of components. This component concept for high-level Petri nets is closely related to the component concepts for low-level Petri nets presented in [18] . In fact, refinements of transitions, in the sense of [18] , are closely related to rule-based transformations of Petri nets, where the left-hand side of the rule consists of a single transition only. This means that the larger case study in [18] , in the application domain of telephone services, is another example of our component concept.
Component Concepts for Graph Transformation Systems
Similar to the case of Petri nets discussed above, also different kinds of graph transformation systems are suitable for our framework. M. Simeoni ([20] ) has considered a notion of refinement for graph transformation systems, which is used as export connection between the graph transformation systems in the export and in the body part. It should be pointed out that a refinement of graph transformation systems is conceptually different from a refinement or transformation of graphs. Actually, the structures to be refined or transformed in the first case are graph transformation systems, i.e., a set of graph productions, while the structures are graphs in the second case. In fact the refinements of graph transformation systems, in the sense of [20] , can be considered as transformations in the sense of 2.3, because they are shown to satisfy the extension property. More precisely, it is shown in [20] that the corresponding category of refinements has pushouts, if at least one morphism is an inclusion. This property is shown for typed algebraic graph transformation systems ( [10] ) and local action systems in the sense of [12] . In both cases this means that the extension diagram is a special kind of pushout considered in [20] . This means that these two module concepts for graph transformation systems with interesting examples in [20] can be considered as different instantiations and examples of our generic component concept. In [7] we discussed already an extension towards attributed graph transformations ( [14] ) which leads now to a new component concept for this case. It has to be checked how far other module concepts for different kinds of graph transformation systems fit into our framework.
Towards a Component Concept for Visual Modeling Techniques
As shown by R. Bardohl [2] , a large number of visual modeling techniques can be formulated in the framework of GenGEd, based on attributed graph transformations ( [14] ). It is shown how attributed graph transformations can be used to define transformations of visual sentences for different visual modeling techniques. This seems to be a good basis to define a component concept for visual modeling techniques as instantiations of the general framework presented in this paper. This applies especially to the different diagram formalisms of the UML ( [22] ), where already suitable simplified versions of class diagrams and statecharts have been considered in the framework of GenGEd.
More directly, there are already suitable refinement and transformation concepts for different kinds of UML techniques, which might be used as transformations in the sense of our generic component concept. However, it remains open which of these transformation concepts satisfy our extension property in order to obtain other interesting instantiations of our component concept. In particular, in [4] , a transformation concept for statecharts has been introduced, which can be considered as an instantiation of transformations for high-level replacement systems, as discussed in 4.1. This seems to be a good basis for a component concept for statecharts.
We have presented a generic component framework for system modeling. This framework is generic in the sense that it can be instantiated by different system modeling techniques, especially by graph-and net-based integrated data type and process techniques. Moreover, it is based on a generic transformation concept, which is used to express intra-and interdependencies of interfaces and bodies of components.
Our proposed framework meets to a large extent the requirements stated in [15] for a component concept for continuous software engineering. Due to lack of space, in this paper we just study a simple operation of (hierarchical) composition of components. However, we have already studied a union operation for components and our experience on algebraic specification modules provides good guidelines to define other more complex operations like, for instance, circular composition. Moreover, it remains open to extend our framework to architectural issues in the sense of [9, 23, 13, 24, 1] discussed in the introduction and Sect. 2.5.
We have defined components not only as syntactical, but also as self contained semantical units. This allows to obtain the important result that our semantics based on transformations is compositional.
In our paper [7] we have given a conceptual and formal framework for the integration of data type and process modeling techniques. In a forthcoming paper we will show how this framework can be combined with our component approach in this paper leading to a component framework for a generic integrated modeling technique with special focus on different kinds of constraints.
Finally let us point out again that our generic framework is suitable not only for formal graph-and net-based modeling techniques mainly discussed in this paper, but also for other formal and semi-formal techniques. However, it remains open to tailor our framework to specific requirements for visual modeling techniques including UML and to relate it to existing capsulation, package and component concepts for some of these techniques ( [3] ).
